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POLICY RESEARCH REPORT

A Policy Research Report is an official document of the Educational Policy
Research Center. It presents results of work directed toward specific research
objectives. The report is a comprehensive treatment of the objectives, scope,
methodology, data, analyses, and conclusions, and presents the background,
practical significance, and technical information required for a complete and
full understanding of the research activity. The report is designed to be directly
useful to educational policy makers.

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

A Research Memorandum is a working paper that presents the results of work
in progress. The purpose of the Research Memorandum is to invite comment on
research in progress. It is a comprehensive treatment of a single research area
or of a facet of a research area within a larger field of study. The Memorandum
presents the background, objectives, scope, summary, and conclusions, as well
as method and approach, in a condensed form. Since it presents views and con
clusions drawn duling the progress of research activity, it may be expanded or
modified in the light of further research.

RESEAR H NOTE

A Research Note is a working paper that presents the results of study related to
a single phase or factor of a research problem. It also may present preliminary
explorotion of an educational policy issue or an interim report which may later
appear as a larger study. The purpose of the Research Note is to instigate dis
cussion and criticism. It presents the concepts, fmdings, and/or conclusions of
the author. It may be altered, expanded, or withdrawn at any time.
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I INTRODUCTION

General Context of a New Paradigm

What is inexorably moral about social science is that its conduct

is almost always concerned with the needs, values, and beliefs of human

groups. In terms of social ends, the choices of which impinge on the

quality of life, the data of social scientists have basic relevance. It

is true as of now that relevance is small. But it seems to be growing.

Some of the applications are already visible in the fields of public

opinion surveys, in psychotherapy, in opinion-attitude measures, and in

their changes through group methods.

The potential power of these applications and of others like them,

such as control of the genetic pool, makes it all the-more pressing to

see that those values that are good for people are always present in the

initial selection of a problom. Those social scientists who proclaim

that, as scientists, they are not involved in what ought to be,generally

tacitly assume that the established way of doing things is the proper

way in which things ought to happen. Usually, this set of social values
is not openly examined but instead is hidden behind premises about the

"objectivity of science.

It finally becomes clear that social science could remain "objective

as long as it didn't matter whether the knowledge it generated could have

significant human consequences. Objectivity arises from the impersonal.

It is analytic and-dissecting. It selects a portion of an event and holds

it up to the light of scrutiny in isolated loneness, apart from its ef-
fects on the other parts. Typically and basically, an analytic mode calls

for an impersonal and amoral science; when the need is for a moral science,
a holistic mode must enter. A holistic mode .demands a. larger frame of

reference, a different focus, new discipline; finally, it redefines per-

ception in favor of. open-endedness (for open-endedness muSt be-tolerated

when the researcher is trying to see the whole picture rather than a part),

The chief implication of a moral science is that, by its overriding

concern with what is good for man, it is forcing changes in the dominant

paradigm of contemporary science. There is now an aceUmnlating body-of

serious literature that has urged .the reappraisal of regnant concePtions..

of human knowledge, looking at-the.processes of inquiry iii all fields and

also at the arbitrary boundaries current in these fields.
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Most of the contributions to this re-examination have arisen among

the physical scientists. Einstein1 has credited Bohr, de Broglie, Hei-

senberg, and Schrodinger, among several others, with a basic shift in

the premises of physics.

Michael Polanyi2'314 is a name that comes to mind also, along with

P. W. Bridgman (especially in The Way Things Are),5'6 Harold G. Cassidy,7

J. B. Conant,319 Gerald Holton
,10,11 Robert Oppenheimer,12'13 and

Sir George Thompson.14 But scientists from other areas have also shared

in the new context: from mathematics there has been J. Bronowski;16'13'17

from paleontology, LOrenEiseley;18' 19t 2° and from microbiology, Rene

Dubos. 21 Certainly Alexander Koyre22 in history would be included in this

company, as would N. R. Hanson23 and Stephen Toulmin, 24, 25, 26 whose area

has been the philosophy of science. Some historians of science who have

been inclined, either manifestly or latently, to try to match the dominat-
ing premises of science against the process of research as it was actually

conducted, belong here: Herbert Butterfield, 27 I. B. Cohen,
28 C. C. Gil-

lespie,29 and T. S. Kuhn,"

Psychological Contex

Religious Overtones

In psychology the re-examination of the premises of current science
has taken on some religious overtones. This is especially true in the

human potential movement that includes such figures as J.F.T. Bugental,

Sidney Jourard, Rollo May, Ira Progoff, Herbert Otto, Carl Rogers, and

the late Abraham Maslow. They declare that even the healthy human uses

only a fraction of his potential. Therapy, as they see it, should move
away from the ideas of sickness and of healing. Instead, it should move

toward drawing human consciousnesS beyond its normal bounds to a transcen-

dent state. For Maslow, the "peak experience" was frankly religious; he
called it "the sacred."

This religious ideology is, in an'unexpected way, also political.
Maslow, in his last work,31 argued that good people and a good society

can only ewc-ge together. Herbert Marcuse, in his essay On Liberation,"

wrote:32

The new sensibility . . . emerges in the struggle against

violation and exploitation where this struggle is waged for
essentially new ways and forms of life; negation of the en-

tire. Establishment (and) affirmation of the right to build



a society in which the abolition of poverty and toil termi-
nates in a universe where the sensuous, the playful, the

calm, and the beautiful become forms of existence and thereby
the form of society itself. . .,The new society will be one
where the hatred 6f the young bursts into laughter and song,
mixing the barricade and the dance floor, love play and
heroism.

Marcuse sounds more biblical than political; the vision tits Revela-
tion, not revolution. But Marcuseis notion is that the two work together.
In the revolution that he and many others of his outlook are talking about,
our very definitions of reality will sharply alter. A common thread in
almost all religious beliefsone that transcends their differences--is
that our usual ideas of reality are illusory. Our goods, even our bodies,
are not our real selves. To see" we must first become "blind" to worldly
possessions and restraints.

That is the revelation Marcuse seeks. For, as he sets it forth, we
are limited by an image of reality that is a mistaken one, it merely stems
from the demands of the present economic structure--deprived of commitment
by an economy where planned obsolescence takes the point away from our
work and by an ethos that excludes play from work, deprived even of our
psyches by a premise about mind that artificially opposes rationality to
imagination and in the alleged service of scientific objectivity suppresses
the fact that it is in our subjectivity that our humanity lies.

For decades sociologists have called attention to this alienation.
The call grows louder now. Students speak commonly of "getting it all
together." Paul Goodman believes that these students are foreshadowing
a religious revival that will reform a society that now violates its citi-
zen's needs for privacy, for communality, for redemptive values widely
shared." Theodore Roszak34 says that:

This . . is the primary object of our counterculture; to
proclaim a new heaven and earth so vast, so marvelous that
the inordinate claims of technical expertise must of neces-
sity withdraw in the presence of such splendor to a subordi-
nate and marginal status in the lives of Men. . . We must
be prepared to entertain the astonishing claim men like
Blake lay before us that there,are eyes which -see the world

not as commonplace Sight or scientific scrutiny sees it, but
see it transformed, made lustrous beyond measure, and in
seeing the world so, see it as-it really is.



begins to become Clear that there is more to the protest move-
ment than stopping war or ending the economic and social sins of the
country, for those ends are mostly political ones. A far deeper change

is what these revolutionaries are about. The liberation is theological/
political. It proposes that we rejoin what we feel with what we declare,
unconsciousness with consciousneSs, fantasy with rationality, mind with
body, our inner selves with the outer, all of us in real community.

Psychothervy

As noted before, the rede ptive note has been struck in psyc -

therapy also. One of the facts of our time is that people seeking help
for their problems have turned to psychotherapy rather than religion.
For this reason alone psychotherapy could be regarded as a moral psychol-
ogy. It is moral in the sense that it teaches the client to interpret
the cares of his life with some enlightenment and therefore with some

freedom.

For this freedom to come about, man must be unfettered from his
bonds, both the inward and outward -Ines. Karen Horney35 has put the

heart of the matter succinctly. She speaks of the "real self as that
central inner force, common to all human beings and yet unique to each,
which is the deep source of growth "

The goal for humans of this sort of an approach is the ever-growing
awareness and comprehension of the self. But self-knowledge is not an
end in itself, only a means of freeing the forces of self-unfolding.

Although such an end might at first seem selfish, it is really
morally enlightened because, to the extent that men take their growth
seriously, they grow better able to feel love and concern for others.
The prescription for society inherent in the unfolding psychologies such
as Dr. Horney's is that of practicing brotherhood. It could be said that

the read self of each individual joins all the real selves of all others
in a constructive communal way.

All this may sound somewhat romantic and unscientific, yet it sums
up the experience of many level-headed clinicians. Why then, one might
ask, do not psychologists extend Such-inferences to the social ills of
the day? Probably the answer lies in that these illsy neurotic in origin-
though they may be, do not yield directly to-political remedies. At the
social level these ills ex,.. encased in obdurate organizational forms that

are hard ta.get through. Social_ changers, then, need to get-around the

obstacle through the educated growth ofan increasing number of individ-
uals who could learn to tell themselves the truth without defense, who
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are productive and energetic, who give to one another, and who can assume
mature responsibilities for their choices in life. Education to such ends
might better be day-to-day practice for each person rather than institu-
tionalized process.

This notion that the individual's path to self-discovery can serve
to save society as well finds an echo in many contemporary psychological
systems such as Goldstein's self-actualizing drive or as Jung's individu-
ation ways. The basic general idea is that the human, given a chance,
tends to maximize his own potentialities. This is not a matter of teach-
ing, any more than sown seeds need to be taught to grow into their own
particular types of plants.

But where psychotherapy becomes education is in the area where the
blocks to individual growth need to be removed. For growth can be
blocked by an unfavorable world. Much of learning amounts to a libera-
tion from these obstacles. Furthermore, the learning process begins to
aim farther than mere healing. The psychotherapist/educator sees that
men are empty and dissatisfied because they are estranged from direct
knowledge of their being.

The modes of help vary here. Maslow declares that the peak experi-
ences people have.felt indicate the workability of a pleasanter life when
it is not opposed by security or esteem needs, Frankl formulates mens'
efforts to fill their void as a "search for meaning," and Jung described
the fuller contact with reality as part of the individuation.

The process of discovering the real self may involve the risk of
temporary psychosis. This was particularly noted by Jung as a possible
part of individuation. It seems like the kind of recoil necessary for a
better spring. Maslow spoke of the same risk in B-cognition. Kantor
cited anthropological data on Shamanism to the.effect that the develop-
ment of charismatic tribal leadership fell on those men who could.retreat
into lengthy psychosis and emerge self-healed.36

Laing has been particularly.articUla e in proposing psychosis as a
stage in the road to self-realization and deep unification-.37 HiS.ideas
about schizophrenia are that it is a creative 'solution for the psychosis-
producing double-bind in which the schizophrenic found. himself. Since a
double-bind is effective only because the-person placed in helpiess.eon-
Met is also prohibited from commenting on that conflict-,- Laing saw that
the-schizophrenic-withdrawal was. helpful. For -theoonflicted- person used
his period of withdrawal-Jo.sort.-out-and- clear- up the. deeeptiona.inVolVed
in the communications to 'which he-was-subject.-- Reaching the real-self--

during hi6 withdrawal time also widened the Self-analyttc CaPacitY far



the person alienated from himself during the double-bind process. The
definition of schizophrenia as a solution rather than.as a problem is a
dramatic reversal to the usual perspectives of abnormal psychology. It

opens up a promising new way to look at,one of the oldest puzzles-in psy-
chology by taking a radically different stance. Instead of seeking bet-
ter technological solutions by examining new chemical, surgical, or con-
finement means, the solution leaps into an innovative realm. This realm
takes its start-from a new assumption: schizophrenia is not the illness
but the cure. The true illness lies in man's enforced estrangement from
his real self and schizophrenia is his means of getting back to that
needed real self. Such a reversal of orthodox perspective often heralds
new advances for it corrects inadequacies in the dominant .perspectives.

T. S. Kuhn has made much of this idea.



11 NATURE OF SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIONS

Paradigms, Dominant and Aging

Kuhn3e made the point that science does not progress, as the phi-
losophers of science said it did, by steadily accreting knowledge.

Rather than steady growth, there are instead series of sudden jumps.
In the intervals between these jumps there is a buildup of basic up-
heavals that Kuhn called scientific revolution. First, however, there
is a reigning picture of the field, called by Kuhn a paradigm. It is

a set of insights and percepts, backed up by an abstract theory and
communicated through exemplars. As this paradigm extends over time,
it becomes articulate and elegant and eventually constitu- es the bulk
of what most eminent scientists believe. Imperceptibly, with its growth
the.paradigm is regarded as the unique bearer of scientific truth; prob-

lems (and facts) that do not square with it are pushed out of sight.

Gradually, and usually within the paradigm itself, trouble visibly
turns up. Persistent data, which do not square with the paradigm, ap-
pear in widely separated studies or problems remain that are insuscep-
tible to the techniques based on the accepted theory. These sorts of
troublesome signs are anomalies, so called by Kuhn. Anomalies unmask
those places where the dominant theory is overextended, or where its
predictions go awry, or where inconsistencies between hypotheses and
outcomes become apparent.

The followerS of the paradigm do not yield easily to the difficul-
ties; they propose ingenious extensions of the paradigm, they vary it,
and they may revamp its. structure. And, of course, sometimes they suc-
ceed in their restructuring efforts. When they do not, the anomaly sinks
into a crisis. Now, the faults and shortcomings.of the paradigm come
under increasing scrutiny; many of the-disregarded facts and awkward

problems are again remeMbered...ConfliCting schools of thought with dif-
feringfundamentals 'grow around- the issues.

In time, a small group rises above the confrontations with a new
mage or philosophy or metaphor, building their postulates to untangle
the knots that had hobbled the old paradigm The new paradigm looks
rough compared with the older one, and part of the struggle between the

followers of each concept entails the efforts on the part of the adher-
ents of the new to include into their own development as much as possible



of the detail and finish of the data garnered by the old paradigm. If

this last is successful, the scientific revolution has occurred. The

new paradigm composes the framework of contemporary science and the
processes of "normal" science may start,once more.

Character of a New Paradigm

There have not been many new paradigms in the history of the west-
ern thought, but they share some common aspects: (1) expansion of the
old frame of reference; (2) shift in focus; (3) evolvement of novel dis-
ciplines; and (4) new ways of seeing.

New Frame of Reference

Ideally, the paradigm shift entails expa sion of the old frame of
reference, but this does not always work out. Sometimes the old frame
just fades away. Modern chemical understanding of gases and their bonds
rules out the once powerful phlogiston theory of combustion. Contempo-
rary ideas about mental pathology do not accord with the "devil-possession"
notions of the late Middle Ages.

But sometimes the old frame of reference is not wholly discarded.
More often than not, the main data and methods of the old are nested in
the broader framework of the new. The old ways are seen to have been a
special case of a more widely encompassing, more explanatory synthesis.
In this sense Euclidean geometry is now defined as one of several cases
that are broader than it in scope and just as valid. In the same manner
it is possible that the social sciences could fit into some wider frame.
There are two reasons for trying this fit:

The actual breadth of human capabilities far exceeds the levels
at which those capabilities are estimated by present-day social
science.

(2) This underestimation is particularly noticeable in the matters
of creative imagination, empathic sensitivities, perceptual
sensibilities, - d creative life styles.

The research areas that support these reasons range widely. They
cover studies of creativity, hypnosis, psychotherapy, and the collec-
tion of data on small-group processes, stress research, and expectancy-
set work. In addition, the areas on artistic sensitivities and on am-
biguity tolerance should also be included.



Even a necessarily brief review of the field of creativity reveals
its richness. The methods embraced recently for the improvement of cre-
ativity consist of discovery techniques, divergent thinking tasks, free-
association training, and programmed learning. The wide variety of sub-
jects includes university students and preschoolers, military officers
and artists, the mentally retarded and the gifted, people from educa-
tion and people from business.

Among the increased cognitive capabilities were enhanced concentra-
tion, the capacity to enlarge the context of a problem, a greater facil-
ity in visualizing end results in advance, heightened association between
unlike elements in a situation, and more flexibility and fluency of ideas.
Among the enhanced affective sensibilities were freer imagery and in-
creased fantasy, widened empathic ways with people and with nature, de-
creased anxiety, and greater freedom for the unconscious. Some reviews
that support and give more detail on these findings are those by
Parnes,39,40 Ray,41 and Torranee.42

The moral common denominator ameng this range of findings is that
they all focus frankly on what is good for man. The basic premise of a
moral science is that men can reach agreement, out of study and research,
about what is healthy psychologically, just as agreement has been achieved
on what makes for a nutritious diet.

Abraham Maslow pointed out that attempts in the past to describe a
natural morality had fallen short, but he felt that psychology now was
at a point where this age-eld dream could be realized. If men know who
they really are and what they have in them to become, the very ground
of their being could serve as a court of appeal to spell out the good
and the bad. It is possible at last, Maslow felt, to set forth a system
of morality from within.

Always before, men had been unable to establish such a system for
the reason that none could determine what man's essential inner being
was Extually like. To have asserted that a primary state of inner being
exists is not the same as having some explicit knowledge of it. Now,
Maslow saw the path that might lead to the solution of this difficulty.43
A good first move would be for psychology to leave behind its interest
in pathology and to focus its attention on the study of healthy creative
persons. The most creative ones, Maslow said,44 have some personality
attributes in common:

(1) They are more open to hidden levels of meaning in art and
science and see the beauty in complex forms, even when these
forms are not conventionally or officially regarded as beautiful.

9
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They have a clearer view of the ideal, of the perfent, and
therefore of what might be possible to accomplish. They are
very apt to be innovators.

Such persons use easily, naturally, and no wally the language
of the poets, seers, mystics, and artistic men. They employ
paradoxes, parables, art, and nonverbal modes with clarity and
fruitfulness. They dwell in the sensory world with delight;
they have little recourse to final judgments.

Those close to their subjective selves very frequently report
feelings of illumination and insight that, with the force of
absolute certainty, they have entered another world. William
James, having experienced this in himself and knowing of it
in others, called it the Noetic Quality. This quality is
arational and is not an increase in facts. Rather, it is in
the nature of psychological insight.

The parallel between these ideas and the independent research find-
ings on creative people is most intriguing as shown, for instance, in
empirical data on the three traits that mark the highly creative person.45

The first has to do wit: the relationships of complexity to sim-
plicity and of order to disorder. Creative individuals seem to be able
to discern more true complexity in whatever it is they attend. They
prefer phenomena and visual displays not easily ordered or those that
present pe'rplexing contradictions. When confronted with an ambiguous
perceptual field as in Rorschach's inkblot test, they seek a synt')e...,jz-
ing image that will unite many diverse elements. Another relevant t(st
is the Barron-Welsh Art Scale, in which line drawings of figures, sys-
tematically varied as to complexity, are presented with instructions to
denote the most pleasing figures. The scale measures the similarity of
the respondent's choices to those of artists. Artists prefer figures
that are more ambiguous more complex, less obviously balanced, moving
rather than still. Barron has found that creative individuals in many
different professional fields prefer the kinds of figures that artists
prefer, as Maslow felt was true of creative people in general.

A second trait of creative people is perceptual openne s or resis-
tance to premature closure. This may relate to the first, since such an
attitude provides more opportunity for complexity to develop in the
phenomenal field. A good measure of it derives from the theories of
C. G. Jung, which contrast the perceptual attitude and the judgmental
attitude. According to Jung, when a person faces an event he performs
either an act of perception (he becomes aware of something ) or an act



of judgment (he comes to a conclusion, about something) . If one of these
action tendencies is strong in a person, the other is correspondingly
weak. The judging attitude s said to lead to an orderly, prudent,
planned life based on relat_Lvely closed.principles, whereas the percep-
tual attitude leads to more openness to experience, including experience
of the inner world of self. The perceptual attitude facilitates spon-
taneity and flexibility.

In Barron's studies every group except scientific groups is pre-
dominantly perceptual rather than judgmental, and in every group, in-
cluding scientific groups, the more creative individuals are more per-
ceptually oriented and the less creative are more judgmentally oriented.
Maslow thought the same.

The third characteristic of creative persons is reliance on intui-
tion, hunches, and inexplicable feelings. They trust the arational proc-
esses of their own mind. This, too, indicates a polarity to Jung. The
act of perception itself, he says, may be of two kinds: sense-perceptive
or intuitive. The sense-perceptive attituue emphasizes concrete realism
and is a direct awareness of things as they are in terms of the evidence
of the senses. Intuition, by contrast, is a greater awareness of deeper
meanings and possibilities. C-,:eative individuals are characteristically
intuitive. Test results cited by Barron indicate that more than 90 per-
cent of the creative individuals studied are predominantly intuitive.
Experiments and interviews confirm the test scores. Maslow, too, thought
that creative people relied on inner illumination.

Conceptual offerings such as those by Maslow and by Barron may sig-
nal a paradigmatic revision. Such a revision corrects the traditional
scientific paradigm that purged psychology of the unique and the private.
Although the older paradigm has made valuable contributions to our un-
derstanding of man, it seems evident now that this orientation can no
longer exclude a moral orientation from the primary subject matter of a
normal psychology. Some of the most exciting developments during the
past few years have occurred in new experimental work based on what is
good for man.

Shift in Focus

The second dis inctive mark of a major shift in paradigm is a shift
in the focus. Newton and Galileo took the subject of energy, which was
merely a subtopic to Renaissance scholars primarily interested in matter,
and succeeded in placing it at the very center of the physical sciences.
Freud and Breuer took hypnosis and hysteria from the outer edges of

11



scientific respectability and moved them to a pivotal position in psy-
chopathology.

Today the focus seems to be shifting again. The anomalies in the
current paradigm seem to mark a change of the first magnitude. This
change may lead to the most potent alterations of outlook and world con-
cept since the Copernican and Newtonian pictures of actuality, which so
effectively frame our perceptions of the world today.

The impressive advances of the past century of physical sciences
with their emphases on prediction and control through linear determinism
cannot be denied. But the place of physics at the crest
seems to have slipped. The life-science model is edging
mit now, and its model is a relational one rather than a

of the sciences
toward the sum-
linear one. In

fact, the physicists themselves are changing their picture of the world
to accord with this shift. In Waddingtonfs book on Theoretical Biology,46
one physicist subscribed to the idea that the world is an ambiguous spec-
trum of flow patterns. Objects, in this image of the universe, are self-
maintaining in that they retain their boundaries despite the fact that
fields of flow go through them to and from many other objects. There-
fore, objects--and this means people, too--take on meaning through their
relationships with other objects. The environment refers to the flow
pattern of objects
ment of this kind.
its buildings. Al
of each other, thu
Upanishads.

1

A lake and its plants and fish would be an environ-
Another example would be a city and its people and
relate to each other and take on meaning in terms
reflecting Maslow, Polanyi, Whitehead, and the

Studies in Plant Communication. This emphasis on the interlinkages
and the flow patterns opens up the idea that channels of
among men, and perhaps among other living things, are mo
more pervasive than has been conceived before now. Some
intriguing data along this line have been reported about
work.47

communication
e subtle and
particularly
C. Backster's

He fixed a pair of psychogalvanic reflex electrodes (PGR) on each
side of the same leaf of a Draena Massangeana plant. The chart tracings
exhibited a contour typical also of human PGR reaction patterns experi-
encing emotional stimulation of short duration. At the exact point in
time when he decided to burn the leaf, there was a dramatic change in
the PGR slope in the form of a prolonged upward sweep of the stylus.
Since Backster had not moved or touched the plant, apparently his thought
of burning it was enough to produce the PGR response.

12



It seemed to him that this event, if repeatable, would tend to in-
dicate the possibility of some undefined sensing capacity within the
plant. He then dumped some live brine shrimp into boiling water and
again the recording polygraph needle leaped unmistakably. Since then,
Backster mechanized his shrimp-dump dishes and put in a sophisticated
setup of multiple PGH monitors, programmed circuitry, and an electronic
randomizer. The results still pointed to the presence of an unexpected
and inexplicable range of perception in the plant.

Incidentally, Backster tried to block whatever signal was being
sent and received by using a screen cage, a Faraday screen, and even a
lead-lined container. His efforts did not work; the communication con-
tinued. He related anecdotally that not only could the signal not be
shielded, but also that it was not within the different known frequen-
cies, either FM or AM.

Althougk. Backster's results certainly need to be gone over with
other studies, he himself seems to be an unusually competent investiga-
tor. He testified as an expert before the 1964 Congressional Hearings
on the Use of Polygraphs by the Federal Government. After CIA duty as
an interrogation specialist, he became director of the Leonarde Keelril
Polygraph Institute of Chicago. He brought into use the Backster Zonc
Comparison polygraph procedure that is now the standard method at the
U.S. Army Polygraph School.

Backster's kind of data calls attention to the data in other fields
such as hypnosis and parapsychology, where the information channels now
appear to be broader than was thought _likely in the past. Anecdotal re-
ports and empirical work, both with careful attempts at validation, con-
tinue to turn up: anthropologists have noted the extraordinary capaci-
ties of primitive tribes to speak and hear across mountain ranges;
psychologists have long noted unusual specialized abilities such
people with eidetic imagery, absolute pitch, and memory of long random
sequences of letters and numbers; and hypnotists have helped to induce
markedly increased discriminations of stimuli from self, from others,
and from nature toward which the subjects had been nreviously insensible.

Hypnosis. Many ways have
hypnotic effect: roletaking,
and through sensory-ideational

proven serviceable in bringing about the
direct suggestion, goal-oriented aims,
deprivation.4a

In all these efforts the explicit set and the unverbalized expec-
tancies among the persons concerned were able to ease or to hinder the
hypnotic process. And this was true whether the subjects were normal
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executives, children, or students, or whether they were patients suffer-
ing from disease or neurosis. Also, the scope of their heightened ca-
pacities included greater control of fatigue effects, pulse rate, eye
reflexes, gastric contractions, galvanic skin responses, memory reten-
tion, and extrasensory perceptions. Reviews and general support of these
results are to be found in Weitzenho fer,49 Moss,so and Hilgard. sl'es

Quasi-Sensory Communications Work. Since there is not space here
to look completely at the meaningful amounts of data that have been grow-
ing in this area of parapsychology, it is convenient to refer to several
eXcellent surveys.s5's4'5 s The data add up to a tenable case: unusual
sensing abilities that can be put under the useful heading of "extra-
sensory perception" show up consistently, although Hanse156 and Sudre5 7
still think the data are inadequate for a firm conclusion.

Certainly, the issues raised by the work in this area are baste
ones. The matter of telepathic communications has been provoking psy-
chologists for at least a century. In 1937 Rhine58 summed up his work
by declaring that his findings showed humans are able to communicate
without the use of the senses as we understand them. But it was easy--
and probably scientifically justifiable--to reject this finding on the
basis that the empirical methods were loose, that the ESP was only in-
termittent, and that predictability and repeatability were not forth-
coming.

But statistical evidence continued to appear in widely separated
laboratories,69'50'61 inducing an increased willingness to restudy the
alleged behavior that up to- now has been brushed aside. The problem
has been to design an empirical procedure so that both the adherents
and the antagonists to the hypothesis of ESP would be satisfied that
justice was done to the phenomenon. Also, to lend credibility to the
event in case the findings turned out positive, the experiment should
try to tie in the ESP behavior to the already verified body of psycho-
logical facts. This last appearsnecessary to convince men like D. O. Hebb,,
a renowned experimentalist,.who frankly once said, . I.do not accept
ESP. for a moment, because-it does not make sense . my own rejection
of -his (Rhine's views) is7in a literal sense---prejudice."62

Yet the strength of the gathering evidence casts growing doubt on
the validity of such prejudice. Two recent experiments will do as ex-
amples. Krippner took as his point of departure the frequent association
of an altered state of consciousness such as dreaming or trance with a
paranormal event.63 His initial studies focused on the sleeping subject
and consisted of the attempt to incorporate into his dream experience
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aspects of randomly selected target pictures that were viewed by an agent
who could in no way communicate his impressions through ordinary sensory
channels. He then worked on subjects in a state of hypnosis rather than
of sleep and, using a similar design, sought to influence paranormally
the content of hypnotically induced dreams. His findings confirm that
paranormal processes appear to be facilitated in both these altered
states of consciousness.

McBain and his colleagues seem also to have designed a worthy ex-
periment." First, they prudently used the neutral term QSC (quasi-
sensory communication) instead of the prejudicial term ESP (vhich com-
mits one to an "extrasensory mechanism"). Then they examined the
anecdotal literature on telepathic communications, finding two major
features in almost all of these occurrences: the communtcants trans-
mitted materials of an emotional nature and they shared a common basis
of verbal rapport.

The experimenters noted that if they observed these two features
in the selection of materials and of sample, then they could show the
occurrence or nonoccurrence of QSC in a randomly chosen, normal popula-
tion. Of course, the experiment had to observe all the usual safeguards
against error, chiefly against the possibility of the subjects using
normal sensory means.

They used 22 pairs of student volunteers, picked for hypnotic sus-
ceptibility and paired with each other on the basis of similarity of
concept ratings on the semantic differential. The partners then ran-
domly sent and received lists of the specific concepts under rigid con-
trol of sensory channels such as automated presentations, objective re-
cordings, and physical isolation from each other. Under these conditions
the amounts of correct guesses turned out well beyond what "hits" could
have been expected by chance alone.

Findings like these and growing numbers of similar ones seem to
establish QSC as a potentially worthwhile supposition for the emergie-
newer image of human conduct. They help to enlighten, for instance,
that subtle complex of family communications that can produce school-
motivated or -unmotivated children. QSC might also help to clarify how
unwanted experimenter bias creeps into empirical situations.65

Novel Disciplines

Still another aspect of major scientific change comes into view in
the form of novel disciplines that are subsets of the older disciplines.
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Traditional psychology splits up into transpersonal psychology, human-
istic psychology, and altered states of consciousness. T-group work,
Gestalt therapy, sensitivity groups, and encounter groups proliferate
from the older source of psychotherapy.in the same way that quantum
physics or molecular biology has issued from late developments.

Of great interest is the fact that the new r groupings in psychol-
ogy are exciting parallel searches in physiology. Changes in respira-
tory rate, CO2 levels, blood pressure, and skin resistance are now under
observation as they covary with states of meditation and of alpha wave
production. In other words, the great changes in scientific paradigm
that seem to be upon us are bringing in their own needed techno.19gy.

Bio-feedback studies rank prominently among the new technologies.
They have shown a path toward more effective use of an access to'uncon-
seious functions such as expanded time and space boundaries, repressed
thoughts, and hypnogogic revery. The production and self-control of
alpha wave activity in bio-feedback work has been the region of greatest
concentration. Many diverse groups have undergone study; among them
are physicists psychologists, bus drivers, zen masters, artists, and,
of course, the perennial college students.

These subjects report durable improvements in their awareness of
internal processes, in their abilities to sustain attention, and in their
sreater access to feelings of serenity and well-being. Furthermore, the
increased alpha wave output has some associated Thysiological effects
such as the significant slowing of the metabolic and respiratory rates.

The basic mechanism employed in feedback training is an electronic
system that informs the person whether his own selected physiological
1,rocess is happening or not, thereby enabling him to gain some degree
of voluntary control over this process. An important possible applica-
tion of bio-feedback research is that such training might help an indi-
vidual to learn to monitor his own physiological responses to a situation
in an accurate and sensitive manner, and even guide him in learning to
alter his physiology deliberately at times when this would be desirable
for his physical or psychological well-being.

That physiological reactions confirm the reality of inner events
has been established for a very long time. There are the literarycliches
like "the hot tears of anger" and "pale w'th fear." But these are gen-
eral events; they do not inform the observer about what inner space has
been visited.
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The feedback experiments give promise that the explicit dimensions
of human inner space may some day be mapped. Serenity-tension, cognitive-
affective, and similar areas may serve psychology as external dimensions
of brain wave amplitude, intensity, and length do now.

Sensory feedback as a technique has been known as far back as the
1920s. J. H. Schultz in Germany had used it on subjects to allow them
to control heart rate. In 1952 Gardner Murphy, partially influenced by
a coworker, Bjorn Christiansen, who had studied feedback earlier, con-
cluded that people were usually blocking emotional information from them
selves by muscle tension. He proposed that such blocks could be lifted
by feedback techniques, using general skin response (GSR) as an instru-
mental indicator. Charles Snyder built a GSR acoustical indicator in
1962 for Murphy's feedback research project at the Menninger Found-I:Lion.

Since then, Elmer Green at the Menninger Foundation, Barbara Brown
at Veteran's Administration in Sepulveda, and Joe Kamiya at Langley Porter
Clinic in San Francisco have independently developed processes whereby
the human subject can observe his own brain rhythms in the EEG.

Although results on feedback training have so far yielded encourag-
ing results, there exists at present no idea of what the limits are.
Results with animals have demonstrated that some particularly complex
processes can be rapidly brought under control, such as blood flow in
one ear lobe, blood flow in the stomach lining, peristalsis, and kidney
functioning." EEG activity can be controlled by animals and humans.87
Heart rate can also be controlled by humans and blood pressure can be
lowered." Similarly, with humans, GSR, EMG, skin temperature, and
vasodilation are controllable.69'70'71'72

In one experiment subjects w re allowed to gain insight into the
effect of various types of mental activity on their EEG for a practice
period of 15 minutes, observing the effects on a feedback tone keyed to
their EEG alpha wave rhythm. After this short practice period all were
able to show some ability to control the alpha waves after the tone was
turned off.73

New Ways of Seeing

One final benchmark of the revolution lies in the spread of the new
ways of seeing into the popular discourse. This effect may sometimes
take very little time. In the case of Sigmund Freud's work, the literary
and painting world rapidly picked,up on the significance of dreams and
the unconsciousness; surrealism, automatic writing, and free-associative



processes all appeared rapidly in both art products arid the common vi-
sion of the educated.

The deep substance of psychoanalysis was not always reached in these
ways, and as the new bent of science penetrates deeper into the life of
man, it will be distorted by common usage, by approximate similes, and
by actual misunderstanding. But the profound change will manifest it-
self inevitably. After all, we view our children's relationships with
their teachers differently after Freud's work on identification models,
and relativity has come to mean more than the curvature of light.

Defining a new vision, particularly in its early stages, is an elu-
sive task. The observer can try to grasp the shifts in emphasis, the
changing shapes, the new angle of insight. Always, there is the peril
that he will seize upon the vivid highlight and miss the main point.
But the same danger exists in the attempts to sense a new trend inpaint-
ing, in sculpture, in philosophy. The scientists note that it is by
some of these newer trends that their own new horizons are lighted.

The basic orientations and the visual preferences are altering.
The older techniques of straight-line extrapolations and correlational
curves were more than a means of formal graphics. They gave to psycholo-
gists' vision a linear mode and a specific causality with considerable
predictive power. Today the emphasis is changing over to the "interac-
tion," to the context," to the "significant." Our image of the dynamics
now stresses the shifting intertace, the perceptions among persons that
partake of openness, of complexity, and of mutation rather than of fixed
and explicit identity.

Some important part of the new image is couched in the necessary
accommodations of the physicists' standards of prediction to the demands
of the "indeterminacy principle." Yet there is more to the new paradigm
than indeterminacy's constraints on perception. Perceptual preferences
themselves tend more toward the indeterminate, the complex, the ambigu-
ous, than had heretofore been suspected. Here the complex and the am-
biguous does not mean "unclear" but rather that meanings coexist at mul-
tiple levels; these levels nest in each other and mutually reinforce each
others meanings. In talking about the computer, for example, there is
the level of the digit circuitry, the level of the program language, the
level of the metaprograms in the compiler, and the level of the avowed
intentions of the programmer. To comprehend the computer, all these
levels of meaning are needed.

In psychology an increasing body of research has suggested that hu-
mans prefer complex visual environments over simple ones.74'75'78'77'78
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The various investigators describing such environments use terms such
as

ftambiguity, ft ft complexity," "incongruity," and "surprisingness," thus
suggesting both the difficulty of clear-cut terms and the existence of
a common factor, that is, an open-ended or indeterminate quality that
results in those perceptual rates found optimal by the observers. Psy-
chologists have considered ambiguity to be present in a stimulus if that
stimulus is unexpected, is relatively different from others preceeding
it, and is novel in its context--whether this context is spatial or tem-
poral.

The pioneer reports indirectly indicating the importance of a sen-
sorily rich environment come from sensory deprivation experiments at
McGill University, which turned up significant (but not large) perfor-
mance declines in their subjects over a variety of thinking tasks imme-
diately after their release from a sensorily restricted environ-
ment.78'8°'81P82,83

In these studies the subjects' sensory intake was limited by having
them lie on a bed, wearing translucent goggles, gloves, and cardboard
cuffs. The room itself was quiet, except for an audible hum that served
to mask any variations in the sound level. Unexpectedly, the first sub-
jects reported illusory visions; in a second sample of 14 who were asked
to report any visual imagery, all reported something present. Some said
there were dots and lines, but a majority spoke of more complicated pat-
terns with figures and even whole scenes. These visual phenomena became
more complex and more numerous as the days went on. When the subjects
came back to their normal surroundings, they reported perceptual dis-
turbances such as hallucinations.

As these findings became known to psychologists, who also noted that
the sensorily deprived subjects were unanimous in expressing their active
discomfort with the restrictions set up in the McGill experiments, re-
search grew up around the question of whether complex visual stimuli
would be gratifying since simple and restricted stimuli were so dis-
pleasing.

Infants were used as the first subjects in the studies of human
perceptual preferences because the investigators felt that the unlearned
infantile perceiving patterns would be clearer indicators of basic pref-
erences for complexity or simplicity than of any later learned prefer-
ences. Fantz84 found that infants looked at a checkerboard pattern much
longer than at simple solid-color squares of the same size. Berlyne88'88
likewise reported that when he presented three-to-nine months-old infants
with a choice of three patterns ranging from simple to complex, the vi-
sual attention of his small subjects was initially directed to the com-
plex--and he interprets this as preference.
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Munsinger and Kessen87 exposed a sample of 617 college students,
varying from the artistically sophisticated to the naive, to random se-
quences of visual folm and language that presented choices from the most
complex to the simplest. The hypotheses of the experiment were that:
(1) every person has a preference for a' certain degree of environmental
ambiguity (called here "uncertainty"); (2) the preferred degree of am-
biguity is that with which the person can cope because it relates to
his previous experiences; and (3) through training, a person finds ways
to cope with greater ambiguity and thus learns to prefer the greater
amount.

When their positive results bore out their hypotheses, Munsinger
and Kessen were able to conclude that adults consistently prefer vari-
ability and uncertainty in their visual and auditory stimulation (al-
though this preference ceases if pushed so far that the stimuli are
chaotic). Here the experiments controlled exposure times, but in another
study of the adult preference for complexity and intricate figures, the
subjects were allowed to control their own stimuli. In this investiga-
tion Berlyne58 told his subjects that they could look at a tachisto-
scopically exposed object for 0.14 second by pushing a lever, which they
could push as often as they cared to look at the particular object. When
they no longer wished to look at this object, another was put into the
tachistoscope. The first set of objects varied in Complexity (measured
by Berlyne as the number of distinguishable parts); the second set varied
in redundancy of configurations (redundancy in information theory in-
creases with the symmetry, regularity, and expectedness of a figure).

Again, the findings firmly supported the idea that humana prefer
complexity in their visual environment. No matter how Berlyne's series
of stimuli were randomized, his subjects preferred the complex ones to
the redundant ones.

Given such findings the physiological psychologists asked, "Can an
enriched environment improve the perceiver's brain in quantifiable chem-
ical or anatomical degrees?" In other words, does the perceived environ-
ment affect the human brain? By the nature of the evidence required,
such questions can only be answered by animal experiments. Krech, Rosen-
zweig, and Bennett88'88 carefully matched three groups of rats and placed
each group in contrasting environments: a visually enriched condition,
a visually tmpoverished condition, and a standard one. These three en-
vironments differed only in the amount of perceptual stimulation avail-
able. The rats in the enriched environment improved over the other two
groups in brain weight and message capacity, in problem solving, and in
learning. These results held even when mature rats were used instead of
young ones. "These latter results" the experimenters add, "may be en-
couraging to those of us who are gray around the edges."91
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III CONCLUSION

The new paradigm seems to have cast its weight in the direction of

greater emphasis on the nature of men's inner lives.

Concerning this emphasis, the point is that the older paradigm of

scientific thinking served the purposes of control and prediction so that

men could extend their sway over hostile nature. The scientific model

for action was the managing of objects; now that model is broadening into

questions about man's inner nature.

What Aristotle termed architectonic questions of ethics and politics

are beginning to dominate the scientific consciousness, Social scientists

and philosophers of science have discovered in the past few years that al-

though their methods must remain free of human bias, their scientific

questions affeCt people so seriously that all investigators are inevitably

involved in value commitments.

The need for a. sense of identity and a sense of Community is a deep

one in the United States. A newer scientific paradigm is beginning to

reveal that theSe two needs arise in men from a new-interest-in their

inner lives. From this viewpoint identity and community-. are not granted

by a social system; they are seized from withtn. The newer values Center

on moral feelings, personal knowledge, authenticity, and participatory

democracy.

These newer values in the pursuit of self-kno ledge lead eventually

to political awareness. For self-knowledge is not a retreat to inwardness;

it is an awareness of the outer structures that shape one's life. It is

an awareness that any country is a configuration of cultural myths, eco-

nomic power, and political stakes. Presuppositions such as these help to

shape what counts as a "fact," a "problem, and even the "solutions to

problems, as Kuhn has pointed 0ut.38

Where can-the social sciences_go from there? -It js vossible,.as-one-

alte nativej, that -the neW scientific-paradtga-will-CoMe in Onlythrough

the replacement ,Of the.unconyertedelderS-.by -the. younger .:adherents to-the

new, But perhaps changecan.,come about.J.n- a. simpler fashion,. If the:5°7

cial disciplines cduld-live with a pluralism.in methods-that views tech

-niques-_as means-and not.as endsj ,if the Social.--stienttst could search-



for relevant truths rather than for petty accuracies, present dissents
might profitably turn into real gains.

From this point of view it would seem that allegiance to a scien-
tific tradition would not necessarily entail a reductionist approach to
the humanistic quest, nor that a concern with humanism entails a dismis-
sive attitude toward the material, behavioristic aspects of the psyche.
A given social scientist might find that both models were useful, depend-
ing on the problem under study.

A reasonable conclusion could be that a fundamental aspect of the
new paradigm forming in social science is that subjective experience must
be taken into accoUnt with the same seriousness that is now accorded only
to external behavior. Closely linked to this is the acknowledgment that
social science is intrinsically a moral inquiry. That is, social science,
by its concern with the question of what man's growth should be, is pre-
scriptive in the same sense that medicine is when it inquires about what
men's physical.conditions should be.

Besides the formation of a new paradigm, there are some wider social
implications of a moral science. Moral science would tendto redefine
research in the context of implementing mankind's welfare and in this way
would give priorities to greater inclusion of the implicit values and as-.
sumptions of the scientist. Also, the goals of moral science, would be
more open to selection by more of th e stakeholders in society than Our
present paradigms.

The principles of inquiry shaped by these considerations lead to the
following recommendations:

( ) That research be tied to its consequences, not only in becom-
ing aware of these consequences bnt also in testing their
alternative forms.

(2) That political Choicee based-on-theSe consequences.be opened-
to study by the.involved parties.

.That.the -research proceses themselves include...perlone of
differing stakes-lii-ih6'socie-ty and of_differing..social'per
spectives.

Irishort, moral science must..respond both to dissident and to estab-
lishment. It must study those Places where .self-inierests Clash- with so7--
-cial benefits_where the_ latent resUlts of an action destroy the intended
ones, where grievous social-troubles lie.. .Meral. science 'could.-thus- widen-



the range of educational philosophies. It could suggest new operative
goals and values for the government-business-public system. It has
everything to do with the future weight and status of social scientists
in the world of business and of governmqnt.

Many scientists are coming to see, and to form the new paradigm
around such seeing, that the basically significant question is why do hu-
mans look one place and not another for the facts of reality. When it
grows clear that the places in which scientists peer for the nature of
reality are chosen by arational factors--by the current economic struc-
tures, by the chances of position, by hopes for fresh stimulation, by the
exhaustion of old ways, and by various other guidances far from the cur-
rent reaches of understanding--a certain weakening in the reliance on sci-
entific objectivity comes about.

Facts remain facts, but their weight has been reduced. The Coperni-
can universe did not completely push over the_Aristotelian theory, but
the latter never again regained its old-time position as the final expla-
nation. Similarly, the current objective universe still contains much
value. But this is not enough. A subjective universe remains to be taken
into account. Such subjectivity in the past has always entailed a good
deal of self-instruction, for here there are few authorities. When men
have persevered in such self-instruction, a transcendental philosophy of
some kind has always resulted.
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